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ABSTRACT. A survey is given of the most recent experimental
results obtained using twin gridded ionization chamber
constructed at Obninsk, Russia. Peculiarities of (n,a) and (n,f )
reactions investigated are discussed. The detailed description of
the method of charge particles spectrometry is presented.
Selected results on fission fragment characteristics are
discussed more in detail. Present experiments and instrumental
developments are focussed on correlations between fragment
masses, energies and emission angles and on fine structures in
fragment parameter distributions.

INTRODUCTION.

The results observed here have been obtained using

multidimensional spectrometer based on a gridded ion chamber ,

where signals from the electrodes are used to derive both the

energy of the ionizing particle and the cosine of its emission

angle with respect to the normal of the electrodes. The

properties of in,a) and fission reactions can be investigated in

detail. This information is very important for a better

understanding of the reaction mechanisms . On the other hand the

practical applications of the data affect the present and future

experimental activity. The main part of information discussed was

obtained in the frame work of IAEA Coordinated Research Program

(CRP) on evaluation and compilation of Fission Product Yields.

The survey consists of 6 sections:

- Gridded ionization chamber, mechanical setup;

- Generation of signals;

- Spectrometry of alpha-particles; (n,alpha)-reactions;

- Investigation of fission fragments (instrumental topics);

- Experimental mass-energy spectra of fission fragments;

- Measurement of fragment angular distributions.

New trends in our understanding of the fission process

including prescission neutron emission, cold and hot

fragmentation, dissipation energy are reported.
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1-GRIDDED IONIZATION CHAMBER

MECHANICAL SETUP

Frish-gridded ionization chamber consists of two parallel

plate ion chambers with common cathode, which is 16 cm in

diameter. Fig.l shows the principal scheme of the detector (only

one half is presented ) . The detector is mounted with the plates

perpendicular to the neutron beam axis (for neutron-induced

fission experiments). The grids consist of wires of 0.1 mm

diameter and a spacing of 1.0 mm. The distance between the anode

and the grid is 7 mm and between the cathode and grid - 23 mm.

This is long enough to stop all the fission fragments with any

available energies by the chamber gas just before they reach the

grid. The analogous condition can be reached for the cx-particles

by means of increasing of the gas pressure. The chamber was

10%CH,

experiment and 97%Ar + 3%C0« for (n,a)-process investigations.

operated as a flow detector with a 90%Ar +

+ 3%CCL for

The gas flow was 0.05 1/min, while the gas

was kept at 1 .05 10
,5

for fission

absolute
5

5

L

A Jl

r y\1

pressure P

Pa (fission

(a-particles)fragments) and 2.30 10" Pa

3 with a stability of 0.3%.

2 The detector was mounted in a

cylindrical stainless steel tank with the

1 measures: height - 140 mm, diameter - 190

mm, wall thickness - 2 mm.

The samples to be investigated were
2

very thin (<70 ^g/cm ) layers, prepared

from the high-purity materials by vacuum
2

evaporation of UF. on a 80 pg/cm thick

Al^CL backing. All targets were mounted

in the cathode plane in the center of the

chamber (fig.l, black area). The uranium
2

layers were overcoated with 30 fjg/cm of

gold to make the cathode conducting. The

cathode conductivity is very important

since it's necessary to shield the two

chambers ides from each other with respect

to induction by electrical charges moving

on one chamberside. But this problem takes place only for the

binary decay process like nuclear fission.

Fig.l.

Scheme of the detec-
tor: 1- cathode; 2 -
grid; 3 - anode; 4 -
gas-in-out; 5 - tank;
6 — black area - ura-
nium or other sample.
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2.GENERATION OF SIGNALS

Assume a parallel plate ionization chamber without grid and

that all the charged particles enter the detector at the cathode

and are stopped before they reach the anode. Let an external

power supply (voltage VO ) be connected to the anode and the

cathode. The free electrons along the ionized track created in

the stopping process will then move towards the anode. It is

assumed that electron capture in counting medium is negligible

and that the amplifier time-constants are long compared to the

electron transit time, but very short relative to the positive

ions transit time. Therefore we will only discuss electron part

of the total ionization current measured in the external circuit

of the detector. Neglecting edge effects in the parallel plate

chamber this current is [1,2]:

I = n(t) e v / D , /I/

where diffusion current is neglected, and v is the drift velocity

of the charged particle, n(t) is the number of the created

electrons that is still moving towards the anode at the time t.

It is clear that the current is time-dependent, but n( t) is a

constant until the first electrons reach the anode. Since the

drift velocity of the electrons >1000 times higher than for the

positive ions it is seen that until all electrons are picked up

at the anode practically all induced charges will be induced by

the electrons.

Now, let x be the position of one electron along the ionized

track of length S and direction 6 relative to the normal of the

chamber plates. The total induced charge on the anode by all

electrons will be:

QAN0DE=QA= S p(x)(l - x C0S9 / D) dx , /2/
o

where p(x) is the ionization density along the track. After

integration we will obtain the expression used in practice :

where

Q. = n.e (1 - x/D COS0), /3/
A U

x = l/nQ / x p(x) dx /4/

- is the center of gravity of the electron pairs (total number is

nQ ) along the track. It is obvious that the angular information
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can not be available. Let us consider a gridded chamber and

assume that the Frisch grid screens the anode ideally from the

induction of the moving charges in the space between grid and

cathode, and assume that no electrons are picked up on the grid.

Then the total charge induced on the anode is Q = nAe. The

induced charge on the cathode CL, will be the same as in the non-

gridded case (see eq./3/ , where D is the cathode-grid

distance now).

For the single gridded chamber the value of COS© associated

with any ionizing particle can be found from the two signals

forming the quantity:

COS© = [1 - (Q^/Q. K G 7 G J ]/(x/D) /5/
C A A C

where G /G is the gain ratio of the two amplifier chains. It can

be determined by converting the detector into a non-gridded ion

chamber. The quantity x depends on the particle type and energy

and can be determined either from calculation using particle

stopping powers in the counting medium [3], or experimentally

taking into account that the observed distribution of (1 - Qp/Q. )

value extends from 0 (COS© = 0 ) to x/D (COS© = 1).

In eq.5 it was assumed that the anode is completely shielded

from the induction of the charges moving between cathode and

grid. Actually a fraction c of the lines of force pass through

the grid and end on the anode. Therefore the anode amplitude

becomes:

Q. = G.n.ell - o- COS© x/D) /6/
A A 0

The value of c is in most designs of the order of a few percent

[4 ]. For our chamber [5] this quantity was found to be 2,6%.
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3. SPECTROMETRY OF ALPHA-PARTICLES

3.1. a-PARTICLES OF U-236 SOURCE.

From the COS0 values

Fig.2. Angular distribution

of a-particles emitted by
o o fo

U- source with the inten-
3

sity of 10 a/sec.

8000 q

6000 :

4000

2000

80 100 120

determined by the above procedure, one

can generate the distribution of

COS for all particles leaving

the sample mounted on the

cathode. In the case of angular

isotropy, the distribution of

COS© has a rectangular shape.

Fig.2 shows an example of the

distribution for a-particles,

emitted by U-source. As can

be seen on figure, the angular

distribution is distorted for

COS© values closed to 0 (6 =

90 ) due to scattering and self-

absorption effects. More detai-

led information is presented on

fig.2. Two dimensional matrix

shows , that main part of a-

particles backscattered from the

Cos*lGO

125

Fig.3. Two-dimensional

spectrum cathode-anode

(or COSe-E : energy of

the a-particles). Sample
2

thickness was 50 /ig/cm

All scattered particles

are concentrated in the

area of low E- values.

aluminium backing and inside the uranium layer is concentrated in

a low-energy region (absolute a-particle yield levels are

indicated by different touches). An integration of the

distribution will not yield the true sample activity, however for

samples with a thickness negligible compared to particle range,

the sample activity can be determined from the undistorbed part

of the COS© distribution above a certain COSe value. In fact, the
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simultaneous registration of E and COS© enables the solid angle,

on which the source strength measurement is based, to be chosen

such that a relatively high counting efficiency can be obtained

in comparison with the conventional low geometry counting.

3.2. SPECTROMETRY OF a-PARTICLES EMITTED

FROM (n,o) REACTIONS

In the gas mixture Ar+CH. widely used in neutron experiments,

hydrogen atoms are present. When the gas is bombarded with

neutrons the recoiling protons will ionize and give rise to noise

that will reduce the resolution of the detector and increase the

background. Therefore, the mixture 97% Ar + 3% CO., , for example,

should be used as a counting matter in experiments with

high-energy neutrons (energy above E = 2 - 3 MeV). In this case

there are many nuclei which play two important roles : the

source of cx-particles via (n,oc)- reaction, and the counting

matter. Detecting mixture contains the isotopes of argon and

oxygen with the positive or slightly negative (n,a1-reaction Q-

values (reaction heat). All data of the reaction Q-values with

the percentage maintenance of isotopes (IPM) are listed in Tab.l.

TABLE 1.

Reaction Q-values and IPM- isotopic maintenance

for 97%Ar + 3% C09 gas mixture.

ISOTOPE

36,Ar
38,Ar
40Ar
160
17o

IPM (%)

0.337

0.063

99.60

99.758

0.038

Q, MeV

+ 2.002

- 0.222

- 2.486

- 2.215

+ 1 .819

The energies of a-particles are

neutron energy E and Q-value : E

determined by the incident

= E + Q - En r where is
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Fig.4.

Anode (energy ) spectrum

from ion chamber filled

by 90%Ar + 3%CO2 (pres-

sure P = 2 .3 Atm) [5 ).

Incident neutron energy

is 5.12 MeV.

the residual nucleus recoil energy. But in fact the total kinetic

energy of complementary products E + E is registrated, if (n,a)

reaction is taking place in the gas (argon or oxygen). Fig.4

shows the typical a-spectrum, obtained using gridded ionization

chamber irradiated with high-energy neutrons. As can be seen on

figure, the spectrum consists of well separated energy lines.

Energy resolution is influenced by neutron target thickness

(approximately 0.25 MeV in our case) and can be easily improved.

The background observed in the spectrum is connected with the

(n,p), (n,oc)- reactions in electrodes and walls of the detector.

The 2.5 MV accelerator (vertical mode) of the . Institute of

Physics and Power Engineering at Obninsk, Russia, was used to

furnish the monoenergetic deuterons (beam was current 20 - 60 /JA)
3

for the neutron producing reaction D(d,n) He used as neutron
2

source. The thickness of the Ti-D target was 1.4 mg/cm ; the

copper backing was cooled with water.

Fig.5 shows two-dimensional spectrum (cathode-anode) obtained

for E =5.12 MeV. One can see two types of separated mono-lines

in the data matrix. The first one has low limit on the level of

approximately (MAX-cathode signal/2). This effect can be easily

understood from eq./5/ above mentioned taking into account that

x/D value is equal to approximately 0.5 for all a-particles

leaving the sample mounted on the cathode. In our case it was the

layer of pure Ni (thickness was 6 = 88 /jg/cm ). The second type

of the lines is determined by the (n,a )-reactions in gaseous
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CATHODE jNi-58

medium. In this more complicated case the number n of charged

pairs is space-dependent and very strong influenced by the origin

and the orientation of the ionized track. Therefore the cathode

signal was observed to be very small with the visible probability

while the anode one was as maximum as possible. It is the case

when the track is originated

close to the grid and parallel

to it. Of course, the low edge

of the gas lines is affected by

a-particles angular distribution

in the laboratory system, but

this influence is disguised very

strong. Another problem to be

discussed consists in determina-

tion of the detection efficiency

10 38 52 66 80 94

ANODE

Fig.5. Two-dimensional

cathode-anode spectrum

(see t ex t ) .

Ar-36(n, alpha)

a
3

a s o :

o

40 -

s of a-particles moving between

the cathode and the gr id. I t

strongly depends on the E and

the track origin. The value of £

can be calculated with

Monte-Carlo method [5] .

Fig.6 shows the par t ia l (n,oc)

N

GO
O
K
O

0
3.4 3.9 4.4 4.9 5.4

NEUTRON ENEEGY , MeV

Fig.6. Ar(n,cc) partial cross-

sections as a function of the

incident neutron energy E . Solid

curves - are theoretical results

[51.

Ni-58(n,aJplia) I
i n n

100 \

80 \

60 \

40 \
:
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1

t \

"11=5.12 MeV

1 \ ,

TV
• f x

0 20 40 60 80

ANGLE (CM)

Fig.7.The Ni(n,oc) angular

dis t r ibut ion measured with

E =5.12 MeV in the centern
of mass system (CM ) . Dashed

curve - is RMS-fitting.
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cross-sections of Ar with population of the ground and the
33first two excited states of the residual nucleus S (excitation

functions a* , ex. and a? , respectively). Theoretical results

presented on fig.6 by solid curves have been calculated in the

framework of the s tat is t ical model. As can be seen on the figure,

contradictions of principle take place between the experiment and

the theory.

The (n,a) cross-sections or have been measured relative to the
O O Q ^

U fission cross-section er~ , which is a strong constant (550

mb) [6] in a l l neutron energy range from 3 to 5.5 MeV

investigated. I t was used so-called relative method with geometry

"back-to-back", well known in the neutron experiments (e .g. [7]) .
2

The uranium target (the thickness was chosen to be 556 fjg/cm )

was mounted in the cathode plane in the inverse chamberside.

Therefore c can be determined from equation:

<r = a, N n /(N-, n e ) /I/
a f a u f ar a

where N « - are the counting rates of ex- particles and fission

fragments, respectively; n - are the numbers of the argon and

uranium nuclei irradiated in the neutron flux.

For Ni(n,tx) reaction one energy point was only investigated.

The angular distr ibution of oc-particles from the localized source

(Ni-foil) is presented in f ig.7. I t was transformed into the

center of mass system (n + Ni - ex + Fe) [ 8 ] :

COS0cm = [1 - EL / Ecm (1 - (COS0L)2) ] 1 / 2

a a

Ecm _ £ L + x _ 2 X 1 / 2 COS©)
a a

and X = (m m E )/(M2 EL) / 1 0 /
n ex n ex

59
where M is the mass of the compound nucleus ( Ni) .

As can be seen on fig.7 angular spectrum of ex-particles
59 *

emitted by the excited nucleus Ni (E = 14.12 MeV) was found
55

for transitions to the ground state of Fe (ex̂  channel) to be

anisotropic. On fig. 7 N means the number of events. In fact the

main part of ex's is emitted along the incident neutrons

direction. This fact suggested that direct mechanism of

ex-emission for the a^-channel of the nickel decay was essential

[5]. An integration of ex(Ni)-line (or angular distribution) will
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Ni-58(n,alpha)

4 6
NEUTRON ENERGY , MeV

yield the true value of sample

activity and after the data

evaluation - cr - the process

cross-section , presented in

fig.8. It is necessary to

underline that our value of

cr is only formed by particles

moving to the front semisphere

of the chamber. A comparison

of the experimental and

calculated (statistical model

[5 3) results (see fig.8)

suggested that no a-particles

were emitted to inverse

chamberside of the detector.

Fig.8. Ni(n,a)-reaction cross-section: o - present data; and
are from [9]. The curves are from calculation : the solid one
total cross-section and dashed one - ocO-channel only.

4. INVESTIGATION OF FISSION FRAGMENTS: TECHNICAL ASPECTS.

4.1. KINETIC ENERGY.

The single gridded ionization chamber was discussed above in

some detail where the cathode and the anode signals were used to

derive the energy and the emission angle 9. In the present case

of a twin chamber the common cathode cannot be used, since both

fragments induce charge on the cathode and the separation of

their influence is impossible. Instead the grid signals are being

used.

The grid signals have a more complicated structure than the

anode and the cathode signals. Negative charges are induced on

the grid as the electrons move toward it and positive charges are

induced as the electrons move between the grid and the anode. In

practice it is very difficult to operate with the grid signal,

since it is asymmetric and bipolar. A much simpler signal is

obtained when the sum of the anode and the grid signal is formed.

The sum signal is given by :

QSUM = n 0 e (x/D ) COSe } 711/

In experiment the signals are added by summing them after the

charge sensitive preamplifier using wide band amplifiers. The
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four signal pulse heights 2P + 2P_,IU contain information about
a ^ UM

the fission fragment energies ET U(L,H- mean light and heavy
i- » H

fragment, respectively), masses HL. „, angles COS.0 , and in the

ideal case nuclear charges (for very thin targets only [10]). The

pulse height P of the amplified anode signal will be

proportional to the number of electron-ion pairs nQ created in

the stopping process of the fission fragment. This value is

proportional to the fragment energy E, apart from so-called

ionization defect E : E, = nQW + E (W - is the energy lost per

electron-ion pair). The ionization defect is mainly caused by

nonionizing collisions between the heavy ions (fission fragments)

and the nuclei in the gas. These collisions occur at low

projectile velocities and dependent on the detector gas and

on the energy, mass and nuclear charge of the projectile being

stopped in the gas. Including corrections for grid inefficiency

00

Z

CO

10 -

E3
3

as

°oo a

10 100
ENERGY (1SS UNITS)

Fig.9. The pulse height defect
for the ionization chamber with

105
70 SO 90 100 110

LIGHT FRAGMENT MASS, AMU

90%Ar + 10XCH, , ref.[15]: solid'4'
curve indicates adopted values;
different symbols correspond to
different heavy ions.

Fig.10. Maximum and obser-
ved light fragment kinetic
energy for very cold

235,
fission of 'U [16].

on P the general formula for fission fragment energy will then

be :

= Ao Pa + PHD(Ek,Z,m) 712/

where PHD is pulse height defect, it contains mainly E,; AQis the

calibration constant for light-mass projectiles (e.g. a-

particles), for which the PHD is negligible. A calibration method

first proposed in ref.fll] for silicon surface barrier detectors

can be adopted for the ionization chamber too [10]. It was
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observed theoretically [12] and experimentally [11] that the PHD

for different heavy ions can be represented by a single function

in the framework of so-called LSS-theory [13-14]. The translation

from E, in MeV to the dimensionless LSS units is:

0.8853 a°[cm] (Zl2/3 + Z22/3 T 1 / 2 m2
ELSS = E 2e Z [MeV cm] Zj Z 2 ml + m2

a° is the Bohr radius, and 0.8853 a°/e2 = 3.253 104 [1/MeV];

indices 1,2 refer to the projectile and to the target

respectively; Z,m are corresponding charges and masses. In fact

for gas mixture used in fission chamber 90%Ar + 10%CH. Z~ and nu

are as follows: Z^ = 16.4 unit charges and nu = 36.3 amu.

The PHD for fission chamber similar to the one used here was

determined at the tandem accelerator of the Physics Institute,

University of Aarhus, Denmark [15]. Typical fragment masses and
235energies for fragment from fission of U were covered. The

measured PHDs are plotted in fig.9. The PHD for the light

fragments according to eq./12-13/ was found to be from 2.5 to 3.5

MeV, and between 5 and 6 MeV for the heavy fission fragments (of

course, these values were adopted at average kinetic energies for

all fragments). The reference data practically used are presented

on figure by solid curve. For the evaluation of the fission data

the PHDTCC, versus ET „„ values have been tabulated and linear

interpolation between the tabulated values has been used only as

a function of fragment mass but proton number was also included

via relation : Z = 92 HL. U /236 (for neutron induced fission of
235 '

U). This is sufficient to find the values needed with the

desired accuracy only as a function of B^ „.

It can be seen on fig. 9, that the discrepancy between

experimental data and PHD-correction curve is being taking place

for very high ELSS- This energy region is closed to the area of

so-called cold compact fragmentation of heavy nuclei. The

discrepancy in question affects the mass-energy spectrum as

presented in fig.10. As a result the fragment kinetic energies

(circles in fig.10) observed experimentally for thermal neutron
235induced fission of U in some cases (yields level is

approximately 10 ) are higher than maximum values (solid curve)

calculated in terms of fission reaction Q-values using masses

tables from ref.[17]. This evidence suggested that the PHD

peculiarities around the maximum E, values should be taken into

account more carefully [18].
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On the other hand for pure methane used as a working gas it

was observed in ref.U9] that the PHD value can be negligible

contrary to the results of [201.

4.2.ANGLE DETERMINATION.

The COSe derivation is based on eq./ll/. It is seen that the
ratio between the pulse heights P,SUM' P a

Q,,U / P = 1 - (x/D)COSeSUM a. 714/

Taking into account that all fission fragment characteristics

are strongly correlated it is sufficient to assume that x/D is a

function of energy E, only (see e.g.flO]). Therefore x/D can be

found experimentally from the Pc,tu / P distribution and eq./14/

can be solved with respect to COSe. This method allows to

determine COSe with a resolution of 0.034 for separated
252mass-charge split [10] for spontaneous fission of Cf. In our

case the analogous value was found to be 0.064 but for all mass-

splits around high kinetic energy - more than 110 MeV (U-235). So

relatively high FWHM is mainly determined by the thickness of

10000
N

5000

-0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2

C0S(fl)-C0S(f2)

Fig.11. Angular resolution
function determined for
complementary fragments in
thermal neutron induced
fission of uranium-235
with the light fragment
kinetic energy E >110 MeV.

0.0 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

COS

Fig.12. The measured angular
distribution averaged over all
the fission fragments for
U-235(n,f) with E = thermal. The
fragments selfabsorption region
around COS0 < 0.25 is quite good
visible [18].

uranium sample (plus gold and AlgO^ backing). Fig.11 shows the

COS© coincidence spectrum for complementary fragments from
235

U(n. , ,f1-reaction. The measured angular distribution averaged

over all masses and kinetic energies for the same fissioning

system is presented in fig.12. In comparison with the spectrum

for oc-particles (fig.2) the present one is very strong influenced
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by fragment self-absorption effect. This effect is of course

largest for small C0S9 values and give an important information

about the quality of the sample, which can be used in absolute

counting rate measurements for neutron-induced reaction cross-

sections investigations using the fissile materials for a neutron

detection.

The fission fragments

loose energy in the uranium

sample and the backing. Since

the emission angle d is

80 -

en

<3$

60 -.

**, 40 :

20 -

o

0
0

Fig.13. The average
energy loss in the uranium
target as function of 5/cos
The data are measured with
90%Argon + 10% Methane.

measured for each fragments

it is possible to correct for

the energy E, determined

after including the PHD and

grid inefficiency

corrections. A plot of the

average pulse-height spectra

as function of 6/COS0 , where

6 is a sample thickness, is

shown in fig.13 for the light

fragment and heavy one

separately. On average the

loss is of the form

constant/COS0 for all

fragments in very wide region

of E, . Two lines are shown on

the figure used for practical

applications. However, it is

not possible to determine at which position in the uranium sample

a fragment stars. Therefore the correction for the energy loss

can only be average correction. This introduces an additional

spread in the corrected energy and as a result energy, angular

and mass resolutions decrease.

The energy loss in the backing is corrected for rather well

since the thickness of backing material that has been penetrated

is constant for a given COS0 value for all fission fragments.

Some details of the problem are presented in refs.[10,20 ].

4.3. DETERMINATION OF FRAGMENT MASSES.

In the binary nuclear fission process two fragments - light

(L) and heavy (H) - are formed with the primary masses (before
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neutron evaporation) m. and m^ respectively which are determined

with the twin ionization chamber by means of the "double energy

method" (2E-method) based on the conservation laws of mass and

linear momentum ( EL + nL, = 236 for U( n, f )-reaction) .

The fragments mainly get their total kinetic energy in the

center of mass system from the mutual coulomb repulsion. The

preneutron and postneutron emission energies are given by

equations :

E* = 1/2 m? V* 2 715/
i. ,M 1- , M J_ f M

E = 1/2 m, V2 /16/
L . H L . H L . H

where VT u are final velocities and m, „ = nv u - *>(m. „); v is

average number of prompt neutrons emitted by mass m . Actually

y-values are determined by the total excitation energy of

fragments after the nucleus rupture and full acceleration in

coulomb field. Therefore v depends on the fragment kinetic

energy too (see e.g. ref.t21,22]). For thermal neutron induced

fission the data [21-25] are used while for fast incident

neutrons data of ref.[26] can be adopted. Evaporation of neutrons

limits the obtainable mass resolution to approximately 2 units.

However, corrections for neutron emission can be avoided for

so-called cold fragmentation, where the total kinetic energy TKE

= EL + EL, nearly exhausts the fission reaction Q-value in which

case neutron emission is energetically forbidden.

Neglecting the fragment recoil velocity after neutron

evaporation one can obtained the energy ( if only 1 neutron is

emitted) :

E = (m/m*) E* + (m /m) E - (2E*/m*)1/2 m V COS# /17/
n n n n

where index n refer to incident neutron. Since there is no

preferred emission direction (angle £) of prompt neutrons, the

result for E averaged over several events would give :

ET ,, = 11̂  ,,/DL ,, ET + vtm,. tI,ET „ ) m_/mT „ E_ 718/
H -,/m. u ET + v ( EL. U,ET u) m /nu u E

where the second term of the order of 0.3% can be neglected. The

result is then :

EL,H = EL,H
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* * * *

Conservation of linear momentum gives : DL. E, = EL, E., and :

nu = M E u / [ ET m. HL, / ( TIL, UL. ) + E u ] /20/
where M is the compound nucleus mass (target + neutron),

c
The primary mass can be found from eq./20/ with iteration

procedure if y(m )-values are known. If the v(m ) data are not

known and this is a practically usual situation it is possible to

calculate approximate m-values, the so-called provisional masses

uT and /;„ : v, „ = M E u T / (ET + E u ) which are rather good
i_ hi J— t r\ C t

approximation to the m- „ values. The Am deviation is less than 2
' 235

amu for thermal neutron induced fission of U [27], but for
some physical applications it can be very important [28] :

? = ELEH /[(EH + EL)( ELA7L/ n£ + E ^ / n£ )] /22/

The scale of Am effect was calculated from eqs./21/ and /22/ to

be 0.6(vL- Vy.); Am changes from positive to negative values. It

is clear that for cold compact fission (TKE = Q) experimental

mass shift will be zero.

5. EXPERIMENTAL MASS-ENERGY SPECTRA OF FISSION FRAGMENTS.

5.1. THERMAL AND FAST NEUTRON INDUCED FISSION OF z o U.

Experimental fragment mass spectra for several high light

fragment kinetic energies are shown in fig.14 for the reaction
235 0

U(n,f). The data were separated for emission angles d < 16

relative to the incident thermal neutron direction to eliminate

the main part of the correction on the energy losses in the

sample. As can be seen on the figure, all mass spectra contain

several components grouping near m. = 102, 96, 90 and 84 amu

(nuclear charges according to ref.[29] are Z L = 40, 38, 36 and 34

respectively). Multidimensional contour map of fission yields

Y-m^-Ej^ (fig. 15) demonstrates this effect in detail. Additional

mass components can be observed in the local mass regions m. < 84

amu. Every component is determined by its reaction Q-value and

the total kinetic energy, that is why the mass spectra in

question are modulated by an individual excitation energy at the

scission point E . As E, increases the E decreases giving rise
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235,Fig.14. Fission fragments mass spectra for U(nth,f )-reaction.

to cold spectrum changes. So the fraction EL = 84 amu increases

progressively and for EL = 116 MeV it dominates in the spectrum

(fig.15) while the component TIL = 96 amu is negligible already

for E. > 115 MeV. Fig.16 shows the maximum reaction Q-value as a

function of light fragment mass (solid line) for thermal neutron
235induced fission of U. The total kinetic energies released in

different mass splits (4

mass components mentioned

above) with E L = 114 MeV,

for example, are presented

in fig.16. No doubt , the

component m. = 84 amu must

dominate at very high E L

-values. Quite interesting

additional information can

be obtained increasing

incident neutron energy

[16, 18]. A comparison

between the thermal and

fast (E_ = 1 MeV) neutron

82 97 102 107

MASS
Fig.15. Fragment mass-energy
spectrum for thermal neutron
induced fission of uranium-235.

(E = 1n
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Fig.16. Maximum reaction Q-
value as a function of
light fragment mass for

U(n, , ,f ) - react ion
tn

cal-

culated using nuclear mass
tables from ref.[17]. The
circles are the total
kinetic energy for several
mass-splits at the EL

window from 113.5 to 114.5
MeV.

induced cold fission spectra is presented in fig.17 for several

E -values. The data were chosen in the limits of relatively high

solid angle 8 < 40 to increase the statistics. As can be seen on

the figure the spectra are similar
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for both experimental

conditions while the

reaction Q-values

are different :

Q(lMeV)=Q(thermal)+l

MeV. For EL= 116 MeV

the mass-component

around m. = 84 amu

is pronounced when

the incident neutron

is thermal. Another

situation takes

place for E = 1 MeVr n
indicating some

delay relative to

thermal spectra.

Fig.18 shows the

high energy part of

TKE-distribution for

both fissioning

systems (with the

excitation energy at

the outer saddle

Fig.17. Cold fragmentation mass-spectra
measured for two E values : thermal

n
and 1 MeV (see t e x t ) .

n
point E = 1

thermal) and 2 MeV

1 MeV) [30]) .

The v i s ib le gap

between two E -

(E =n
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curves can be explained

conservation during the descent

scission point.

y

1000

as the evidence
from the barrier top

of Es
to the

100

10

\ N

113 114 115 116 117 118
E , MeV

F i g . 1 8 . Comparison between the ET

d i s t r i b u t i o n s for thermal (0) and
f a s t (A) neutron induced f i s s i o n
of U-235 [16 ],[18 ].

5 .2 . COLD FISSION OF 2 3 6 U

The p i l e -up of a l p h a - p a r t i c l e s with fission

section 3.2)

events

because
c a n

increase the background effects (see
236cx-activity of U-sample is relat ively high - approximately 10

the
3

10 5 3

U-236 Na=1000/sec

seeee
CALCULATION
EXPERIMENT

570 580 590 600

CHANNEL

610

a/sec. The pulse-height

spectrum measured using

precision pulse

generator connected to

the input of the anode

preamplifier is shown on

fig.19. The solid line

represents the

Monte-Carlo simulation

with real shape of anode

signals from a's. On

fig.19 area R

corresponds to the

events of recoiling

protons.

Fig.19. Experimental and
calculated (a-f) pile-up
spectra for U-236.

The next figure (N20)

distributions for fission of

shows
236

value of E corresponds to the nuclear fission through the

the light fragment mass

U with 1-MeV-neutrons. This

outer
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0

Fig.20. Experimental light fragment mass spectra for fission of
uranium-236 with 1-MeV-neutrons (COS0 > 0.5).

saddle point or without the excitation at the barrier top. The

comparison with the U-235 data is shown in fig.21. As can be

definitely seen all mass spectra are quite different while the

excitation energies E for all scission configurations are the

same due to E -separation. This effect can be understood in the

framework of quantum-mechanical model of cold fission [31].
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In this model the general structure

of potential energy surface displays

two valleys VI and V2 separated by a

barrier - BSCI. They correspond to

nuclear configurations before and

after scission, respectively and

might be named as a fission value

and fusion one. Cold fragmentation

is determined by penetrability of

the barrier Bsc_.

Coming back to experimental data

of fig.20 , one first has to realize

that the typical development of the

mass distributions with decreasing

light fragment kinetic energy and

therefore with increasing (Q-TKE)

really takes place. The energy Ê  =

101 MeV corresponds to average value

of Coulomb energy realized in
237

nuclear fission of U compound-

system. Up to about EL = 108 MeV

visible multicomponent structures

appear in the spectra an can be

fitted by superposition of Gaussian

curves. The first moments of the

Fig.21. Comparison between cold spectra of
uranium-235 (thermal and fast incident
neutrons) and uranium-236 for different EL
values shifted relative each other by 1 MeV.

mass components were found to be nL = 103.1 - 0.1, 97.0 - 0.2

and 91.1 - 0.2 amu (E =109 MeV for COS<9>0.5). In comparison with
235the analogous values for fragments from U(n,f)- reaction

[16,18] which were approximately 102, 96 and 90 amu
0

1respectively, the present data (for U-236+n ) are shifted by
237amu. This means that one impairing neutron in U is added to

the light fragment and all specific properties such as mass-

energy correlations of the cold fragmentation as well as nuclear

fission on the whole are influenced by nuclear structure of the

heavy fragments. The same conclusion can be made from a
232comparison between the cold mass spectra observed in U(n+, ,f )

[32] and U(n,, ,f) [29] reactions.
tn
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On the other hand, at least one well pronounced mass component

around EL. = 134 amu plus complementary part (102 and 103 amu for
235 236

U and U , respectively) must be strongly affected by shell

effects and can be unaffected by nucleon composition of

fissioning system. Fig.22 shows an example of mass-distribution

fitting with superposition of Gaussian curves for two compound

nuclei. In fig.23 one can see free-energy dependencies of mass

dispersions associated with 134/(M -134)- components of cold

mass- spectra for U-235 and U-236 - fission . The free energy in
U-235 U-236

' 150

: 100

0
70 77 84 91 98 10580 90 100 110

MASS , AMU

Fig.22. Fitting of cold mass-spectra for fission
of U-235 and U-236 . Experimental data are
evaluated for solid angle COS0 > 0.75 in both
cases.

§ 35

15 :

Mass-split 134/(A-134)

[i o

<D

4 8 12 16
(Qmax - TKE) , MeV

20

Fig.23. Mass-dispersions of
the spectrum component around
heavy fragment mass m̂  = 134

amu for fission of uranium-235
(0) and -236 ( ) as functions
of excitation energy at the
scission point.

our case is the difference E = QUAY - TKE
r* MAX

where Q.MAX i s

maximum Q-value of fission reaction determined according to next

relation :

QMAX = MAX f M ( 2 3 5 ' 2 3 6 U + n ° ) +E
n

B -n " H
723/.
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In /23/ B is the neutron binding energy in (uranium-target +

neutron with the energy E )- compound system [33]; Eo is recoil

energy after neutron capture .
2

Fig.23 shows the identical behaviour- of cr -values for both
m

fissioning nuclei with E_ . Having in mind that free energy can

be completely exhausted by excitation one for cold fragmentation

fractions the fission valleys associated with 134 + complementary
235 236

mass splits of ' U are assumed to be identical . For
quasiequilibrium statistical formation of mass distributions the

2
dispersion is described by single relation : cr = T /C (see e.g.

c m m
ref.{34 ]) for T >> hw
defined as T = (E*/a)1/2 and

where T is the nuclear temperature

a is so-called level density

parameter [35] in the corresponding point of potential energy

surface ; C is the stiffness coefficient for mass-asymmetricm
distortions ; hco - is the effective frequency of oscillations for

these distortions. As can be seen on fig.23 the general

characteristics C of fission valleys are similar for both
m 236, 237,f iss ioning nuclei : *"̂  U and U . Analogous conclusion can be

made for another f ission val leys . At the same time the kinet ic

energy distr ibut ions (mass integrated) presented in fig.24 for

two fissioning systems display the coincidence with one another.

Coming back to fig.21 one ought to assume that the sciss ion

10 5 .
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3 .

2 .

10

: D
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' l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

U-235
U-236

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .

1

thermal
fast

• l l M M " 1 " ' " "

\

\ I
D

i i i i i l i • > >

75 85 95

E

105
MeV

115

ba r r i e r s B

Fig.24.
Mass-integrated

distributions of light
fragment kinetic energy
for thermal neutron -
induced fission of
U-235 and fission of
U-236 with 1 MeV-
neutrons. Data for
U-236 are normalized to
U-235-statistics.

S C I play an important role in nuclear cold

fragmentation process because integral population of each mass or

fission valleys was demonstrated above (fig.22 -24) to be very

strong influenced by corresponding saddle points just before

the nuclear passage to scission.
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5.3. OBSERVATION OF PRESCISSION NEUTRONS IN FISSION OF

URANIUM.

It was mentioned in section 4.3 (eq.21 and 22) that the

provisional /Jr masses observed experimentally are being

slightly shifted in respect to primary masses HL. „ . This shift

is affected by difference (v. - vH ) between numbers of prompt

neutrons emitted from the light and the heavy fission fragments .

However, the possible neutron emission from the compound nucleus

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0

LIGHT

; at'

i /
• (•

: * fP
\ &*

FRAGMENT

o

MASS

•a°r°

o

W

o

W

m

82 87 92 97 102 107 *

F i g . 26. y data as a function of

l i g h t fragment mass : - [23 ] ,

- [24] and - [25] .

89.8

89.0
104 108 112 116

LIGHT FRAGMENT ENERGY

Fig.25. Experimentally observed values Am. for two pronounced

mass components around m. = 102 and 90 amu (U-235 + thermal

neutron). Lines are the theoret ical predictions based on the (v

- i>H )-data averaged over TKE and presented in fig.26 : dashed

[25], shot dashed - [24] and solid line - [23]. ,

at the stage of motion between the saddle point and scission one

must be taken into account . In t h i s case the shift discussed

a b o v e i s Am£ = /M Its sign is essentially positive.p R E m- /M

Experimentally observed values of AHL. can be seen on fig.25 in

comparison with predicted values calculated assuming that the

total amount of prompt neutrons are emitted from the fragments

after acceleration in mutual Coulomb field (average data are
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presented in fig.26) . This hypothesis is approximately correct

for mass valley HL. = 102 amu . However, an additional part of

neutrons is needed for explanation of relatively high mass shift

Am, of the component around the m. = 90 amu. This part was

assumed [28] to be associated with prescission neutrons emitted

during initial stage of the descent from saddle to scission. Of

course , the partial contribution of prescission neutrons v
Q PRE

is very small relative to v (10 ) therefore it can be neglected

in practical applications. But the physical aspects are very

interesting because the neutron emission from unrupted nucleus

after saddle configuration needs a much time for the descent and

may be influenced by nuclear viscosity effects in low-excited and

high-deformed fissioning system. Therefore i t is possible to

deduce the fission or prescission time r E as the time

difference from the moment when the system has obtained enough

excitation energy to s tar t to evaporate neutrons . The

prescission multiplicities observed for example in fusion-fission

reactions with heavy ions were used to determine r.,,. values
-20which were found to be in the order of a few 10 sec [36-40].

235

Neutron-fragment angular correlations in U(n,,,f) as a

function of neutron energy and fragment mass are presented in

[41 ]. The prescission neutrons component was observed to be in

quite good agreement with our conclusions (see e.g. figs. 1,2,3

and 4 in ref.[41 ]). In addition the energy of those neutrons was

measured to be less than 0.5 MeV (approximately).

Since the total kinetic energy is ant icorre lated with the

excitation energy of the fragments, measurement of the

correlation of v p R E with TKE may throw much light on the emission

mechanism. It was observed in [42,43 3 that the angular anisotropy

averaged over all fragment masses initially increases and then

saturates at higher TKE . From the comparison of the calculated

and experimental anisotropies the fraction of prescission

neutrons as a function of TKE could be deduced for an assumed

neutron emission spectrum. Analogous situation have been
252analyzed in ref.[44] for the spontaneous fission of Cf. The

careful analysis of average prompt neutrons spectrum is presented

in [45].

Increasing of incident neutron energy leads to the rapid

growth of prescission neutrons emission. So in ref.[46] the ypRg

- value was found to be approximately 0.1 in comparison with v

for E = 14.7 MeV.
n
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then surprisingly come
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fission of Cm with thermal
239Pu [32]. For 236U(n,f) reaction
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5.4. HOT FISSION OF 2 3 6U (COLD DEFORMED FRAGMENTATION).

I t was mentioned above tha t a t high k ine t ic energies of the

fragments the mass d i s t r i b u t i o n s exh ib i t marked fine s t ruc tu re s .

They fade away for average E, , then surpr is ingly come back a t

very low kinet ic energies

neutrons [47-49] and

t h i s effect have been observed too . Fig.27 shows the contour map

of f iss ion yields a t very low l igh t fragment kinet ic energies ,

i . e . , well below average values . One f i r s t has to r ea l i ze t h a t

the fine s t ructures in mass spectrum do exis t therefore the

exc i ta t ion energy of f i s s ion ing system must be very low. At the

same time the well pronounced slope of figure as a whole i s

v i s i b l e due to prompt neutrons evaporation from f i s s ion

fragments. I t is clear t ha t the

difference (Q - TKE) i s

exhausted by deformation energy

of fragments. For cold nuclei

proton pai r ing is ef fect ive and

in experiment the pa i r ing shows

up as a strong odd-even ef fec t

in the charge y ie lds . This

problem was discussed in

r e f . [ 3 2 ] in d e t a i l . Marked o-e

ef fec t s were uncovered which,

similar to the mass

distributions , are conspicuous

at large TKE and fade away as a

energy approaches average

values. One may speak of cold

COMPACT and c o l d DEFORMED f i s -

sion as two limiting p o s s i b i l i -

t i e s of the fission process .

Fig .27. Mass-kinetic energy,,07
contour map for f i s s ion of U in l n , f ) react ion. Provisional fj-
masses only presented here because the neutron emission i s qui te
intensive and can not be included in to data evaluation. Figure
demonstrates the neu t ron - sens i t i v i t y of twin ion chamber.

5.5. HIGH-ENERGY NEUTRON INDUCED COLD FISSION.

Excitation energy a t the saddle point of f iss ioning system i s

determined by incident neutron energy and can be d i s t r ibu ted
PRE

between presciss ion k ine t i c energy E, (minor fraction of TKE)

1
93 97 101 105

M A S S

109 113
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and internal excitation e (see section 5.1, fig.18). The latter

affects the fragment mass- spectra at high values of TKE while

ENERGY

Fig.28.
Fission fragment mass-energy
correlations observed for
U-235(n,f) reaction
Neutrons with energy from 3
to 7 MeV were obtained using
Be(d,n)- reaction as a
neutron source (thick tar-
get ). Total counting
statistics was 5 millions.

MASS
PREthe growth of prescission energy E, expands the region of ET in

which the mass-spectra can be observed. Experimental yield- mass-
235energy contour map measured for fission of U induced by high

energy neutrons (average value of E was approximately 4.5 MeV)

is plotted on fig.28. One can see on the figure the conservation

of fine structure for all kinetic energies from 106 MeV up to 114

MeV. This is a consequence of an overlap of mass spectra

associated with different incident neutron energies of primary

flux. In addition the processes of prescission neutrons

evaporation effectively modulate the contour map. On the other

hand , small admixture of fissions above the (n.n'f)- threshold

complicates the picture in question.

6. MEASUREMENT OF FRAGMENT ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS.

The angular distributions can give basic information about the

fission process. One of the useful concepts in nuclear fission

phenomena is that of the transition nucleus [50]. It was

suggested that low-energy fission may be understood in terms of

one or a few levels in the transition nucleus because most of the

excitation energy goes into deformation energy during the passage

from initially excited system at ground state deformation to the

more deformed saddle configurations. Each one of the transition
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fragment

incident
neutron O

U-236

Fig.29. Angular momentum coupling scheme for a deformed
heavy nucleus . The vector J defines the total angular
momentum. The space-fixed axis was defined as the
incident neutron beam direction.

levels are described in terms of the quantum numbers, J, K, M, n,

where J represents the TOTAL angular momentum, n is the parity of

the level, K is the projection of J on the nuclear-symmetry axis,

and M is the projection of J on a space-fixed axis (neutron beam

axis). The relationship between them is shown in fig.29.

If one assumes that K is a good quantum number in the passage

of a nucleus from its transition state at the saddle point to the

configuration of separated fragments (scission point), the

directional dependence of the fission fragments is uniquely

determined (fission fragments separate along the nuclear symmetry

axis ) . For fast neutron induced fission of even-even target

nucleus ^ U with zero spin, value M is M = 1/2 and the

fission fragment angular distribution is give by [51 ],

WJ
 + ( e ) = ( 2 J + l / 4 ) [ | d J ( < ? ) | 2 + | d J ( 0 ) | 2 ] / 2 4 / ,

- 1 / 2 , - K + 1 / 2 , K - 1 / 2 , K

where the D-f unctions dM K (6) are defined in ref s. [ 52 ,53 ].

Eq./24/ is normalized so that :

71 T
/ W (e ) sin(<9 ) d6 = 1 /25/.
0 ±1/2,±K

It is interesting that different deformations at the saddle

point allow for different sets of J, K, n values [54]. This

problem is discussed in detail in ref.[55].

The angular distributions have been investigated in several

previous measurements, refs. [20, 56 - 58] (for U(n,f)) and
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[51, 59, 60] (for (n,f)). The measurements are mostly made as

averages over all masses and kinetic energies of the fragments.

Here we wish to demonstrate

the results of

multidimensional measurements

fragment

the

in

the mass

10 s.

10

10 -

1 1

of the fission

angular distribution for

U(n,f ) , reaction

1 1 • 1 1 1 1 r 1 1 •

0 20
pi I I in n |ii ii in n |ii I

40 60 80
CHANNEL

100 120

Fig.30. Experimental angular

spectra plotted for EL from

101 MeV to 111 MeV (U-236nf ) .

correlations with

and the kinetic energy

distributions covered a l l

region of scission

configurations between the

cold fragmentation (scission

near the saddle point) and

usually observed fission

process which can be

characterized by fragment

separation beyond the saddle

point.

Fig.30 shows the primary experimental Y(COS0) spectra measured

for U fission induced by 1 -MeV-neutrons at different light

fragment kinetic energies : from 101 MeV (approximately average

value for U-236 fission) to 111 MeV. In fig.30 channel is 100 COS

and N is counting statistics. The data presented there are

averaged over all fragment masses. A drop in yields is seen for

small COS 8 values. This is mainly caused by absorption in the

target and backing (see section 4.2). Therefore the data were

only transformed into angular distributions for 5 <d < 65 .

Final results are presented in fig.31. As can be seen on the

figure the fragment angular distributions change essentially with

kinetic energy. This evidence suggested that the stage between

saddle point and the scission one plays an important role in

angular distribution formation affecting the K-spectrum . The

angular distributions for different mass components associated

with mass-channels discussed in sec.5.1-5.2 are quite similar to

the mass-averaged ones.. Since respective statistics is relatively

low one may only analyze the fragment anisotropy R of Y(0)

determined as R = Y(COS0 = 0.45)/Y(COSe = 0.85) for different

mass splits as a function of light fragment kinetic energy E. •
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Fig.31. Fission-fragment angular distributions associated with
different stages of the passage of nucleus from its transition

state to the configuration of separated fragments.

E

Fig.32.
Fragment anisotropies R
determined for separated
mass valleys of U-237
compound nucleus. Dashed
curves are fittings with
legendre polynomials. EL
is light fragment kinetic
energy.
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These data are presented in fig.32. One can see that rapid

transformation of angular spectra appears at .very high total

kinetic energies associated with scission configurations of

relatively cold nuclear rupture. In addition this effect

magnitude depends on the fission valley or mass-channel.
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No doubt , for the valley determined by strong shell effects

(double-magic heavy fragment with n^ = 134 amu plus complementary

light fragment) the transformation of Y(6) is relatively small in

comparison with another valleys. Coming back to fig.25 one ought

to assume that two essentially different processes such as

prescission neutron evaporation and Yl8)- change are caused by

the same reason - nuclear viscosity in low-excited deformed

compound system after fission barrier penetration. This problem

is mostly investigated theoretically in the framework of liquid

drop model [61-64} for hot fissioning systems. The diffusion

model was applied to the analysis of nuclear fission and

discussed in review [65]. In considering this point for

low-energy fission we must refer to work [66]. The dissipation

energy E n T O caused by intensive exchange between internal degrees

of freedom and collective ones due to viscosity effects was

determined from fragment charge odd-even peculiarities to be

approximately 5 - 6 MeV for uranium-236. It only was the average

level of •DIS"
Careful analysis of fission fragment

Fig.33.
Behaviour of dissipation energy
with nuclear elongation.
Experimental (evaluated) points
are from [67]. The dashed curve
is average level of dissipation
energy [66].

1 2 3 4 5
E def , MeV

6

mass-dispersions [34,67] allowed to determine the heating of

f i ss ion ing nucleus ( in u n i t s of EDIS^ SiS a function of AE
D E F

= E
DIS

AEDEF = f(AEDEF 726/

where AE D E F is the difference between deformation energies at the

saddle point and the scission one. This function is presented in

fig.33. As can be seen on the figure the initial stage of the

nuclear passage from saddle point may be characterized by biggest

viscosity for AE.
DEF

> 1 MeV. This conclusion i s

t h e o r e t i c a l l y in the quantum-mechanical model [68,69]

confirmed

Comparing
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the data of figs.25,32 and 33 one can assume that all three

effects (vDDt- , Y(0), EnT<;) discussed here are very closely

connected with each other.

As to fragment angular distributions the projection K of total

angular momentum J is affected by viscosity effects and can not

be good quantum number. At the same time there are two another

explanations of angular feature. . The first one is connected

with the scission barrier penetration at the scission point. This

barrier has the definite transition states spectrum influenced by

deformation of fissioning nucleus. It is possible that the

selection of (J,K,TT)- combinations plays a preferable role in

angular distribution formation. In that case it is possible to

study so exotic object like scission barrier. The second

hypothesis is based on well-known strange fact that fragment

kinetic energy decreases in fission through vibrational

resonances [34,70,71 ] . An admixture of vibrational mode to

fission probability can affect the angular spectra at the

initial stage of the descent.

CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS.

Charged particle spectrometers based on twin gridded

ionization chamber open a wide field of research in low energy

neutron-induced reactions such as (n,oc) and (n,f). Fission

fragment parameters, like mass, kinetic energy and emission angle

can now be measured with high accuracy near the fission

thresholds. Dedicated detector system with fast multiparameter

data acquisition system allow the measurement of correlated

fragment parameters.

The presented results show the importance of shell effects and

neutron emission processes for understanding of nuclear fission.

In experiment the two limiting scission configurations may be

distinguished by the kinetic energy release observed. The Coulomb

repulsion between the fragments will lead to high TKE for a

compact scission configurations, while low kinetic energies

correspond to strongly deformed configurations. So-called hot

fission is followed by , neutron emission from accelerated

fragments. On the other hand a number of neutrons are emitted

just before nuclear rupture . Primary observation of prescission

neutrons should be done using ion chamber with neutron
registration channel.
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The presented fission fragment angular distributions show very

interesting role of initial stage of nuclear shape evolution

after saddle point penetration. Future experiments can be

performed to study the fission through vibrational resonances

associated with the states of intermediate well of fission

barrier. Resolved resonances region is very important too having

in mind that pure (J,K, n (-sets can be included into

investigations.

Practical applications of ionization method are very wide.

There are sample and backing investigations, determination of

absolute a-activity of targets, measurements of neutron-induced

reaction cross-sections, neutron dosimetry.
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